AMENDMENT #1

FORMAL SEALED BID NO: MC65-09286-5221

TITLE: MEDICAL SURGICAL DISTRIBUTION CONTRACT

Opening: SEPTEMBER 28, 2016

To All Bidders:

1. See page 2 of this amendment for answers to questions posed by a potential bidder.

2. All other terms and conditions remain the same.

3. A copy of this amendment must be signed by bidder and attached to bid.

Authorized Purchasing Officer

 Acknowledged and Subscribed to:

Bidder Name: __________________________

By: (sign in ink) _______________________________ Title: __________________________
Questions:

1. Payment terms noted on pages 1 & 47 contradict each other. Which payment terms statement takes precedence for this bid?

2. Page 3 Right to Know Law and OSHA certification. As this bid doesn’t specify what products are going to be ordered bidders will have no idea whether MSDS are required. How should bidders handle this page?

Answers:

1. For this bid the payment terms on Page 47 will take precedence. Our payment terms for the awarded contract will be N45 unless discounts for prompt payment are offered.

2. Page 3: Please add the following note: All applicable MSDS should be provided when orders for individual commodities are placed. Remember to sign the bottom of the page.